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BLACK SCREEN

LEWIS

Fucking run!

INT. SPACESHIP LOBBY. UNKNOWN TIME.

Bullets fly overhead as GRANT and LEWIS run through a well

lit but huge lounge area. It’s the size of at least two ball

rooms, and is filled with sofas, tables and all forms of

recreational luxuries. The elegant white walls, windows and

touchscreen panels that are embedded into them are all

streaked with unknown victims blood. Bodies lie everywhere,

some in military gear, some in a service uniform, some in

medical outfits. There are also many civilians who aren’t in

uniforms.

GRANT is a broad shouldered red haired man, with thick

stubble and muscles. LEWIS, in comparison, is much slimmer,

with black hair and a smooth face. They are wearing a

similar style of military clothing, with dark khaki tactical

pants and protective vests. They also both have a lot of

dirt, sweat and bloodstains all over them. LEWIS has a

futuristic visor on, whilst GRANT has an eyepatch.

They are being chased by several soldiers, with a different

army’s clothing on. They fire randomly, one of them throwing

a futuristic grenade that explodes.

The explosion throws LEWIS into GRANT’s back, causing him to

stagger. GRANT turns around and hoists LEWIS up.

GRANT

Come on, we have to keep moving!

LEWIS

I’m fine, I’m fine.

LEWIS takes out a grenade of his own, and throws it at the

assailants. They scatter, giving the two enough time to jump

behind a sofa. GRANT grabs a second sofa and creates a

makeshift barrier whilst LEWIS manages to grab an assault

rifle off a nearby soldier’s body. He passes it to GRANT,

who begins firing suppressing fire at the soldiers, who have

regrouped.

GRANT

Do you have a plan?

LEWIS

I thought you would!
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GRANT

Not dying is my only plan right

now.

LEWIS

Come on, you’ve died once, what’s

one more time?

GRANT

Fuck you!

LEWIS

Alright, keep shooting. I’ll figure

something out.

He takes out a tablet from inside one of his trouser pouches

and begins making calculations on it.

LEWIS

Okay, so the rest of the squad is

regrouping on the third floor. The

only way to get there from here is

to go through the door we just came

in.

GRANT looks out from behind their cover and shoots. One of

the assailants drops dead. Behind him, a gigantic pair of

glass sliding doors comes into focus.

GRANT

So we need to get past them.

Grenade.

LEWIS fishes a grenade out of GRANT’s pouch whilst he keeps

shooting at the assailants. He presses the button, only to

have a series of bullets whiz past his ear. He ducks, as the

grenade begins to beep.

GRANT

Shit, shit, shit

LEWIS

Fucking get rid of it!

Bullets are flying overhead.

GRANT

I’m trying!

LEWIS makes a frustrated noise, before GRANT thrusts the

assault rife into his hands.
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LEWIS

Wait, what are you doing?

GRANT

Be right back!

He rolls over from behind the barrier, and lobs the grenade

as a bullet narrowly misses him. It doesn’t make it all the

way over to the opposite side, but it does explode in front

of them, causing a firewall that knocks them back.

Some of the assailants are flung back, but manage to get

back on their feet rather quickly. A few who are further

back are able to brace themselves from the blast. After they

manage to regroup, they can hear two separate beeping

sounds. They look at the ground to see that in the

distraction, LEWIS has managed to throw two other grenades

towards them. They don’t have time to respond before the two

explosions set off, killing them instantly.

The orange flare of the explosions lights up across LEWIS

and GRANT’s faces. LEWIS looks exhausted and surprised,

whilst GRANT looks boyishly excited.

GRANT

Fucking yes! Did you see that? That

was amazing!

LEWIS

It was a waste of two grenades...

but kind of worth it.

GRANT

That was amazing!

The two stagger in front of the barrier, and sit down

against the back of the sofa.

GRANT

We’ll need to get to the others.

LEWIS

We won’t have much time.

GRANT

One minute break?

LEWIS

Sure.

Beat.
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LEWIS

Grant.

GRANT

Yeah?

LEWIS

Marry me.

GRANT looks at LEWIS, surprised. LEWIS looks up at him, his

face covered in grime and dirt. He grins at LEWIS, smiling

broadly.

GRANT

Absolutely.

They go in for a kiss, before an explosion in a different

room startles them.

GRANT

But first. Gotta kick ass.


